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In an effort to increase the use and effectiveness of parallel
array synthesis in the drug discovery process, we have
undertaken a project to evaluate and optimize the array
synthesis workflow using Lean techniques1,2 as a guiding
principle. A recent analysis3 of the workflow, from reagent
selection through synthesis, purification, and compound
registration, identified reagent sourcing as a major bottleneck,
where reagent sourcing is defined as the process of acquiring
appropriate array building blocks within a given budget and
time frame. Historically, we have identified potential vendors
of chemical reagents via utilization of commercially available
reagent databases4-6 that consolidate the catalogs of tens or
hundreds of chemical suppliers from around the world. The
use of these consolidated databases for reagent sourcing is
problematic, however, on two fronts. First, there are a
significant number of reagents in these databases for which
pricing is not available, and in these cases, it becomes
necessary to contact individual vendors either via phone or
Internet. Second, for those reagents that do have pricing
information in the database, that information may be
significantly out of date because of the several months it
may take for the database vendor to complete the data
aggregation, mail the database to the subscriber, and ad-
ditional time for the subscriber to update to the latest version.
The net result is that the data could easily be sixth months
or more out of date.

Considered in terms of Lean manufacturing techniques,
the process of attempting to acquire reagents that, for one
or more reasons, are not actually commercially available
constitutes pure waste. Reagents may be considered unavail-
able if the manufacturer is out of stock, has discontinued
the product, or if the pricing terms are not acceptable.
Unfortunately this information is typically only gathered after
the reagent has been selected for inclusion in an array,
potentially via a detailed QSAR analysis or library design,

and only at the expense of significant human resource. Rather
than address the issue by adding resources to handle reagent
sourcing, we chose to focus on the earlier step of reagent
selection, with the idea of providing researchers more up-
to-date information regarding reagent availability during the
reagent selection process.

Common sense would dictate that the most detailed
information about reagent availability would come from
internal sources such as a local chemical inventory, and
indeed arrays for which reagents are chosen exclusively
from internal collections are typically completed with the
shortest turnaround times.7 While this might indicate that a
potential business solution would be to create a massive
internal inventory of reagents, this approach would clearly
be unrealistically expensive to implement, especially con-
sidering that the universe of reagents is vast. Notably, dealing
with the logistics of inventory management is not unique to
the chemical sciences, and several examples of companies
in other industries are available for study to provide guidance
in this area.

One of the hallmarks of companies that excel in direct-
to-consumer sales is inventory management: the concept of
reducing inventory levels of either parts or final products
while still maintaining quantities sufficient to meet current
consumer demand. For example, Wal-Mart is well-known
for having a sophisticated inventory system that ships
replacement products from centralized warehouses im-
mediately following the purchase of the same item by a
customer; in recent years Wal-Mart has been creating an even
more streamlined system by asking suppliers to tag each
pallet of products with a radio frequency ID tag.8 Dell
Computer has worked with their computer parts suppliers
such that they have only two-to-four days of parts inventory
on hand at any given time.9 Wal-Mart and Dell have
succeeded in part by partnering with their suppliers to create
just-in-time inventory management systems, and these part-
nerships are driven by the sharing of information between
the companies. Given the clear importance of supplier
relationships in the broader business world, we felt that
developing relationships with reagent suppliers should be a
central prong in the overall strategy to improve our reagent
management capabilities.

We chose to partner initially with a relative newcomer to
the reagent supply business, ASDI, Inc., for two primary
reasons. First, ASDI had implemented a business model that
provided custom-weighed reagents with rapid turnaround (in
the U.S., typically 24-48 h from order to delivery) in
packaging specified by the customer, rather than providing
reagents only in prepackaged amounts. Second, in collabora-
tion with Intelligent Systems, they had developed a sophis-
ticated real-time inventory management system that, at any
moment, could provide the exact amount of all ASDI
reagents available for purchase, a collection numbering
approximately ten thousand. As shown in Figure 1, the
overall concept of the collaboration was to funnel inventory
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information from the vendor into our own databases via Web
services.10 The three main components to the data flow
include the transfer of data via web services, the analysis of
that information via Pipeline Pilot scripts, and the eventual
incorporation of that data into databases, which are searchable
by researchers; each of these steps will be discussed in detail
below.

The overall system architecture is designed to deliver both
aggregated vendor catalogs and real-time inventory informa-
tion to researchers, who in our implementation access the
reagent data via a commercially available reagent searching
and selection application (MDL Reagent Selector11). As
shown in Figure 1, the real-time vendor data is transferred
from the reagent vendor’s inventory database to an inter-
mediary research structures database, accomplished via a
SOAP-based Web service,12 described in detail below. The
aggregated reagent data is periodically transferred to the
Reagent Selector database against which the end-user ap-
plication makes queries. Ultimately, the researcher accesses
data that has aged based on three factors: the timeliness of
the data in the vendor database, the frequency at which the
Web service is polled, and the frequency at which the data
is transferred to the Reagent Selector database. In practice,
we conservatively estimate that users are accessing data that
is less than two hours old.

In essence, the system architecture requires that the
vendor’s reagent inventory database, including catalog
number, structure, price, and amount available, be duplicated
at the consumer company. The Web service was designed
to accommodate this need with a relatively straightforward
programmatic interface, minimizing the amount of data that
must be transferred on a daily basis. The Web service
essentially consists of three queries: list all available catalog
items, list catalog numbers for which information has
changed since the last update, and provide detailed informa-
tion about a specific catalog item. The concept is that only
very infrequently13 is the entire catalog transmitted, ac-
complished by requesting the full list of catalog numbers
followed by a request for detailed information about each
individual catalog number. On a daily basis, the databases
are synchronized by maintenance of a database “change log”,
which keeps track of all the changes to the database along
with a virtual pointer which tracks which changes have been
transmitted to the consumer. See Figure 2 for an overview
of the methods and objects defined as part of the Web service.

As an example of how the database synchronization is
accomplished, consider the situation in which the vendor adds
ten new chemical products to its inventory. The vendor
database is updated with the new products, and the database
change log is appended with the new catalog numbers. When
the consumer queries the Web service for the five most recent
database changes, the first five new catalog numbers are
returned as part of a complex data type. The catalog numbers
can then be used as parameters to query the Web service,
one at a time, for the detailed product information such as
structure, amount available, and pricing information. The web
service keeps track of which records the consumer has seen
as part of the update process, so when the consumer requests
another batch of change records, the second set of five catalog
numbers is returned. To prevent transmission errors or
software crashes from corrupting the synchronizing process,
the familiar concept of database “transactions” are utilized
by the Web service.

From the perspective of the vendor providing the data
(ASDI), implementation of the Web service involved adding
a layer of software onto a relatively sophisticated real-time
inventory system. Real-time inventory data was already
available on the vendor’s Web site, and there was already a
change log in place, thus changes to the underlying data
architecture were not necessary. However, the change log
items transmitted via the GetPendingUpdates Web service
call must be exclusive on a per-user basis, so that each
different registered user can maintain a valid, synchronized
version of the database. To support this feature, a separate
database table was created with the purpose of tracking which
database changes had been received by each user.

From the data consumer standpoint, an application was
built from scratch using the commercially available data
pipelining14-16 tool Pipeline Pilot.17 Two example data
pipelines are shown below for illustrative purposes. In Figure
3, up to four different SOAP calls are invoked to collect the
most recent updates from the web service. The SOAP action
which is the heart of this pipeline is GetPendingUpdates,
which requests the most recent changes to the database. The
succeeding pipeline component counts how many items were
actually received from the web service, and that count is
provided back to the web service as part of the “end
transaction” call. If there were any problems with the
transmission of the data, the transaction can be rolled back,
essentially meaning that the same information will be
transmitted during the next iteration of the pipeline. Notably,
our production environment log files indicate that it has never
been necessary to roll back a transaction.

Figure 4 details the portion of the data pipeline which
interrogates the data received from the web service and
processes it according to the type of information that was
received. If the reagent’s catalog number is already in the
database, only the amount available needs to be updated.
However, if the catalog number is not in the local database,
another SOAP call retrieves the structure and related data
from the web service, performs error-checking, and finally
inserts the new catalog number and structure into the
database. This pipeline can be customized as necessary to
ensure that the data retrieved from the vendor meets the

Figure 1. Schematic representing the flow of data from the vendor’s
reagent inventory database to the end users at the research
institution.
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requirements of the local database. For example, salts or
solvates can be eliminated from the structure if desired.

Finally, the data accumulated in the Research Structures
Database must be copied over to the Reagent Selector

Figure 2. Overview of the methods and objects defined as part of the reagent inventory Web service.

Figure 3. Example Pipeline Pilot script for retrieving inventory information via the Web service.

Figure 4. Example Pipeline Pilot script for interrogating the data received from the Web service and depositing it into a local database.
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database so that it can be accessed via the Reagent Selector
client application. This is accomplished via a repetitive,
scheduled Oracle query from the database hosting the
Reagent Selector database, run once per hour.18 The data
integration is seamless, with both real-time and nonreal-time
data displayed side-by-side in an integrated user interface.

The system architecture as discussed here relies on an
intermediary data repository, shown in Figure 1 as the
Research Structures Database (RSD). While it would have
been possible to implement a similar overall workflow
without the use of the RSD, there are several advantages to
our finalized design. First, for application development
purposes, we were able to modularize the workflow and
assign different development teams to each module. Second,
we can install periodic updates to the Reagent Selector
database and quickly append the ASDI data from the RSD
rather than via the web service. The RSD can be used to
provide or support convenient functionality such as identifier
translation tools (e.g., convert a list of ASDI catalog numbers
into a different vendor’s catalog number) and library design
software. Finally, the modular design will allow us to replace
MDL Reagent Selector without needing to rewrite the
Pipepine Pilot scripts.

While the commercial software MDL Reagent Selector
was utilized in our implementation, it should be noted that
the objective of providing integrated real-time vendor inven-
tory directly to chemist end-users can be accomplished using
a wide-variety of software tools, both commercial and
custom. The best-case scenario is to integrate the inventory
information directly into whatever application chemists are
already using on a daily basis. One limitation to our current
implementation is that chemists utilize MDL Reagent Selec-
tor to design their arrays but an entirely different piece of
software for nonarray reagent searches and requests. We
intend to rectify that limitation in the near future by replacing
those packages with software that will minimize the dif-
ferentiation between array-based and nonarray-based reagent
logistics.

Despite the current implementation being limited to a
single vendor, we believe that this solution has positively
impacted our library design process by providing valuable
information to chemists at design time. When real-time
inventory data is utilized during the design, the overhead of
reagent logistics is reduced. We believe that expanding this
solution to include several additional key vendors, including
those providing prepackaged reagents, would have a pro-
found impact on our processes. As our organization looks
to maintain or increase utilization of library synthesis while
at the same time limits resources dedicated to reagent
logistics, solutions such as the one described here will
become increasingly important.

We have partnered with a key reagent vendor to provide
access to real-time reagent inventory. The real-time data
integrates seamlessly into a reagent selection application
alongside nonreal-time availability information. We have
found that access to this real-time data significantly simplifies
the presynthesis portion of the array synthesis workflow, as
it is no longer necessary to assume that some percentage of
selected reagents will not be commercially available or within
a desired price range. Looking forward, we hope to either
expand the number of vendors who provide us with real-
time data or partner with a third-party who can provide
aggregated real-time reagent data.
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